Nos. 4/57. " Very bright; pretty sma1!."
27. " Very bright; very large." 67. " Very bright; large." *162. " Globular cluster ; bright; large."
163. " Very bright; large." 339. " Bright; large." *342. " Very bright; pretty large." 361. " Very bright; very large." 369. " Bright; pretty large." f544. " Very bright; very large."
604. " Very bright; pretty large." ■p610. " Very bright; large." * These were not looked at in the way described above (without a slit), but are nevertheless included, because it is certain they have no visible spectrum.
I" T ^ *e same remark applies to these ; they were examined. Ih e brackets denote that the objects are so near each other that one observation sufficed for both. Checked ^HbyNo. 767; " very bright; large." In searching for it, found a nebula which agreed well with No. 766, " pretty faint; small." 1401. " Yery bright; small." Not recognized ; twice.
I come now to those of which the spectrum has been recognized. The following have continuous spectra :-Nos. 138. " Yery remarkable; extremely bright; extremely large." A fine object, and certainly very b rig h t; but the spectrum was recognized with great difficulty (through the slit). 600. " Yery bright; pretty large ; partially resolved." Spectrum continuous. 685. " Globular cluster; very bright; pretty large; round; easily resolvable." Spectrum continuous-readily. 6 9 7 . ] " Yery bright; considerably large."
Spectrum continuous l -without difficulty. much brighter in middle, a star of 8'9 magnitude." A neighbour of the great nebula of Orion. Examined with the slit repeatedly. On the first occasion the spectrum was described as " linear, but faintly seen ; not certainly seen in presence of the central star. When the latter is put out, the spectrum becomes broadly continuous, with monochro matic light across it." On the next it was, " To-night I could trace no lines. There is ample light, but it is not * linear,' though certainly confined principally to the neigh bourhood of the position of the ordinary lines. The spec trum in any case occupies nearly the width of the field, and is not much less in length." On a third occasion I noted that I could " barely trace any lines, while there is a broad patch of spectral light on either side, which is certainly not due to the stellar centre." The trace of lines is confirmed on a fourth occasion. I think I am justified in saying that we have here a nebula of a class or description intermediate between those which show a clear continuous spectrum only, and those which show bright lines only. Not that the ap parent character of these two extremes is necessarily absolute; it is far more probable that the non-appearance in either, of the distinguishing characteristic of the other, is relative only. Indeed there are not wanting instances of nebulse whose place in a series would be short of the latter extreme. For instance,-No. 826, supra, and No. 4964. " Extremely remarkable; a planetary nebula; very bright; pretty sm all; round ; blue." Presented " a continuous spectrum and a fourth line (besides the three usual ones) ; the first strongly suspected, the last less so." The fourth line I find has been noted by Mr. Huggins. And the great nebula of Orion appears to be of the same order. I have examined this nebula repeatedly of late, because on the first occasion of looking at No. 1185 I had appended a remark that " the principal nebula shows a great deal of continuous light on this side," an observation which seemed to require confirmation. The following extracts from my note book must speak for themselves :-No. 1179. The great Nebula of Orion. Oct. 25. " A fourth line, almost beyond question : measured twice with reference to principal line, 7'3-5 '0 5 = 2 '25, 7'6 -5'06 = 2,54, mean 2*4; con tinuous spectrum suspected, hut, owing to moonlight and low altitude, there was no conviction." Nov. 7. " Previous ob servation confirmed. The fourth line is a fact. The dif fused light, which also is certainly visible, to the extent of rendering the edges of the field visible beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the lines, can only be a continuous spec trum." Nov. 9. " Fourth line, 7'9-5T = 2'8, very rough. I am satisfied that there is a continuous spectrum, though I am not certain it may not be dispersed stellar light." Ditto, later : " I have no longer any hesitation as to the continuous spectrum." Nov. 10. " Fourth line, 7'92, 7'88, 7'91, -5'0 9 = 2 '81*. Continuous spectrum distinctly ending coincidently with the bright lines at the edge of the bright part of the nebula." There is nothing very remarkable in the presence either of an additional line or of a continuous spectrum ; but as this nebula has been examined very carefully in England without the detection of eitherf, it appeared neces sary to put both beyond question; taken, too, in connexion with the very different character of its near neighbour, 1185, and with others in which the relative intensity of the twT o kinds of spectra varies in degree, it appears to break down, to a considerable extent, the barrier between " gaseous " and " solid " nebulous matter, and to lead towards the inference that con densation is in a more or less advanced stage in all nebulae, and in the vast majority of cases, including all " clusters," has become complete.
I am sorry to say that I shall be unable to prosecute these observations for some months, as my survey duties require my presence elsewhere. In the meanwhile I should be glad to learn whether the course I have been pursuing appears a desirable one to continue, now that so large a number of the southern nebulae have been tested, or whether a reexamination would be preferred.
I remain, dear Sir, yours truly, 
